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File Date Corrector is a freeware application that allows you to easily amend the creation and
modification dates for various files. File Date Corrector uses EXIF and IPTC information to correct

data embedded in images, and it also examines modified and created dates stored in MP3, JPEG and
PDF files. Note that the utility cannot modify the “Created” and “Modified” values of empty folders,

but the results can be examined manually in the Options window. By default, File Date Corrector
uses both EXIF and IPTC information, but you can customize the processing parameters to your
liking. To begin, you need to select whether to utilize EXIF or IPTC data when processing your

images. IPTC data consists of several metadata entries, including the date the file was taken, the
date of creation, the author’s name, and the title of the picture. In addition, the utility can search for

metadata embedded into MP3, JPEG and PDF files, and it can also process modified and created
dates stored in MP3, JPEG and PDF files. Neat tool that uses information embedded into documents,
audio or video files to correct the “Created” and “Modified” dates. Advanced settings that should be
mostly intuitive, though advanced users may want to study the included user manual for help. File

Date Corrector Manual: File Date Corrector is a powerful utility that corrects the creation and
modification dates for various files on your computer. License: You can try the free 30 day full

version of File Date Corrector 2.0 to see if you like it or not. You can remove it at any time. Buy It is
$34.99 and grants you unlimited license for both the program and the trial. File Date Corrector 2.0 is
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an advanced application intended to correct date information embedded into different types of files,
including audio, video, images and documents. After you run the program, you will be able to access

the Options screen from which you can customize the processing algorithm to your liking, though
most users should not need to mess with advanced settings. Straightforward tool that only requires
minimal user input. You can access the Options screen via the main Window. In the “Set File Date”

tab, there are three options: “Detect Exif or Iptc”, “Detect Iptc or Exif”, and �
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Correct file creation and modification dates in a few simple steps. Intuitive program that offers a
decent set of features. Straightforward tool that can help you correct file dates. File Date Corrector is
a nifty utility that, as you may have guessed, enables you to adjust these dates by relying on
metadata embedded into various documents, images, video and audio files. Correct file creation and
modification dates in a few simple steps First and foremost, you need to navigate to the folder where
the copied files are stored. If you then click the Preview button, the application lists all the
alterations that will be performed when you launch the operation. In most situations, it should not be
necessary to customize any advanced parameters, but novices can consult the included user manual
if they need help figuring out how settings in the “Set File Date” tab can be used to their advantage.
Intuitive program that offers a decent set of features If the corrected dates displayed in the Preview
panel are not entirely accurate, you can customize the processing algorithm to ensure the
information is extracted from the right sources. File Date Corrector can search for metadata
embedded into documents, images, audio or video files, and you can specify whether EXIF or IPTC
data should be preferred when processing photos. Of course, you also have the option of setting the
“Created” and “Modified” dates manually, should no information be stored in the files.
Straightforward tool that can help you correct file dates Essentially, File Date Corrector does exactly
what its name suggests, and it does not complicate matters unnecessarily. In most cases, minimal
user input should be required, and the program even takes Daylight Saving Time into consideration.
The application features a simple, intuitive interface, and it can perform the necessary corrections by
extracting metadata from pictures, documents, video and audio files. The differences between bad
and good file names: Bad File Names Bad names may include numbers, letters and special symbols,
but you probably won’t be able to access anything behind the asterisks because they are used for
various special purposes. Good File Names Good file names are usually much more descriptive, and
they do not include asterisks. Bad file names are usually the result of bad file names. A file may look
really awful on the screen, but Windows will automatically make an attempt to display the text
correctly.

What's New in the File Date Corrector?

File Date Corrector is a simple, lightweight utility that can help you adjust file dates when importing
new files to your computer. Just launch the app and specify the folder where the new files are
located, and select the types of files that you want to include in the processing operation. The
program then takes care of the file correction automatically, and you can execute the operation
without having to fiddle with the advanced options. File Date Corrector is available for purchase
within the Mac App Store. File Date Corrector 2.5.4 � A modern program which corrects file dates
manually, without the need to use any tools (e.g. Photo Paper) or install any third-party software.
Two utility programs: File Date Corrector and Photo Paper. For information on the difference between
those two programs, please see the respective product pages.package jwt import ( "crypto/rsa"
"crypto/x509" "encoding/pem" "errors" ) // X509KeyPair represents a public/private key pair in x509
format. type X509KeyPair struct { KeyPair rsa.PublicKey Priv *rsa.PrivateKey } // ParseX509 parses a
public/private key pair in x509 format. func ParseX509(keyPEMString, password string) (k
*X509KeyPair, err error) { b, err := x509.ParsePKCS1KeyPEM(keyPEMString) if err!= nil { return nil,
err } var pk *rsa.PublicKey var priv *rsa.PrivateKey switch { case b.KeyType ==
PublicKeyAlgorithmRSA: pk, err = x509.ParsePKCS1PrivateKey(b.Bytes) if err!= nil { return nil, err }
priv = rsa.NewKey(pk) case b.KeyType == PublicKeyAlgorithmDSA: pk, err =
x509.ParsePKCS1PrivateKey(b.Bytes) if err!= nil { return nil, err
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System Requirements For File Date Corrector:

Windows 7/8/10; AMD Athlon X2 5600+ or Phenom II X4 945 processor; 4 GB of memory; 2 GB of
graphics memory; Intel Integrated Graphics chipset or NVIDIA/ATI with 1GB of dedicated memory;
2-Way SLI (SLI on two graphics cards for best performance); A Windows-compatible controller,
including an Xbox 360 wireless adapter or Xbox One wireless adapter; Sound card or game
controller; 128 GB hard
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